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As they shift gears and start to accelerate climate action, countries around the world are embarking on just transition strategies, committing to ensure
that the transition to low-carbon economies ...

2023 CDP Plenary: Open session on Just Transition
FOR the second time since the Covid-19 pandemic struck in early 2020, Catholic bishops from across the country will gather in Manila from January 28 to
30 for their 125th plenary assembly. The ...

Catholic bishops to hold 125th plenary assembly
This plenary will also reflect on the challenges of the current situation while also illuminating a path forward as the Chinese language education
community moves forward as a community. President, ...

Plenary One
This plenary will guide teachers and administrators to some of the best Chinese social media out there today. Being sure to include the NCLC audience in
the discussion, Veteran journalist and former ...

Plenary Three
The decision was to enable lawmakers partake in electioneering campaigns ahead of the February 25th Presidential and National Assembly Elections.

BREAKING: Senate adjourns plenary till February 28
Lawmakers will be allowed to make speeches at plenary sessions without a mask starting Monday when the new parliamentary session convenes — a shift from
its mask mandate that has been in place ...

Japan's lawmakers get OK to ditch masks during plenary session speeches
The Senate has said that it would adjourn plenary next week to allow lawmakers to have time for campaigns for the forthcoming elections. The senate had
just resumed plenary from a three-week break ...

Senate to adjourn plenary for elections
The Senate has said it will adjourn plenary next week to enable lawmakers embark on rigorous campaigns in their various constituencies in preparation
for the forthcoming National Assembly elections.

Senate to Adjourn Plenary for Campaigns Next Week, Says Lawan
But in the CoE plenary, Ukraine, which does not currently recognise Kosovo, said this would likely change soon. Member of the Ukrainian parliament and
CoE representative Oleksiy Goncharenko said ...
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Kosovo’s independence, recognition discussed in Council of Europe plenary
The Senate, on Wednesday, suspended plenary to enable the lawmakers to participate in campaigns for the general elections. President of the Senate,
Ahmad Lawan, made the announcement at plenary.

Senate suspends plenary for 2023 polls as Lawan laments low turnover rate of senators
Jan 02 2023, 17:39 ist updated: Jan 02 2023, 20:06 ist A verification email has been sent to your inbox. Please verify to complete the subscription.

CWC election to take place during Raipur Plenary Session between Feb 24 and 26
Udora Orizu writes on issues at the front burner in the National Assembly as members resume plenary today after a three-week christmas break Members of
the Ninth National Assembly who have been on ...

Constitution Review, Water Resources Bill Top Agenda as N’Assembly Resumes Plenary
The elections will be held during the plenary session of the All India Congress Committee (AICC), slated to be held at the end of February at Raipur.
The plenary, to be held between February 24 ...

Congress plans to hold elections for 12-member CWC Feb. end
Speaking at the Opening Plenary of the 53rd World Economic Forum Annual Meeting, she told world leaders “deep inside we believe there is no global
problem that humankind cannot resolve”.
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